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Tutorial Overview 

This tutorial will delve into the radio resource and interference management (RRIM) problem in 5G 

cellular networks. Starting with the visions and requirements for 5G multi-tier cellular networks (in 

terms of data rate, latency, cost and energy),  the corresponding key enabling technologies for 

increasing energy bandwidth, spectral efficiency, and extreme densification and offloading are 

discussed, followed by a discussion on  the challenges of radio resource and interference management 

(e.g., power control, channel allocation, user association) raised by these enabling technology in 5G 

cellular networks, specially in co-channel deployment scenarios. Open research issues and possible 

approaches to tackle those challenges will be described.  Also, a taxonomy of the related literature 

addressing the different aspects of the RRIM problem will be provided highlighting the different 

methodologies   adopted for analysis and optimization of RRIM in 5G multi-tier cellular networks.  

Part I (Introduction): Visions and requirements for 5G cellular networks, key enabling technologies in 5G 

cellular networks, RRIM challenges in 5G cellular networks (Modeling interference in 5G networks and 

capacity analysis, channel partitioning, channel allocation, and frequency reuse in multi-tier networks, 

cell association, power control and admission control, in-band full duplex communication, RRIM under 

backhaul-constraints, inter-tier network MIMO, cognitive/self-organizing RRIM) 

Part 2 (Channel allocation and interference management): Inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) and 

frequency reuse, static ICIC and dynamic ICIC, enhanced frequency reuse with power control, carrier 

aggregation-based cross-tier interference management, stochastic geometry-based modeling 

Part 3 (Cell association): Reference signal received power (RSRP)-based user association, bias-based cell 

range expansion (CRE), almost blank sub-frame (ABS) ratio, hybrid channel, load, and scheduling criteria-

aware user association, multi-cell and multi-RAT association, coupled and decoupled user association 

Part 4 (Power and admission control in multi-tier cellular networks): Closed-loop and open-loop power 

control, target-SINR tracking power control algorithm (TPC), opportunistic power control algorithm 

(OPC), dynamic target-SINR tracking power control algorithms (DTPC), joint power and admission 

control, protection constraints for prioritized users and joint power and admission control (JPAC) 

algorithms, characterization of feasible interference region 

Part 5 (RRIM in FD and D2D networks): In-band full duplexing, self interference, and spectral efficiency, 

power control for in-band full-duplex small cell networks, duplex-mode selection for small cells with 

wireless backhauling, mode and channel selection for D2D communications, joint power control and 

channel allocation for relay-assisted D2D communication 
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